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The main components of a literary masque were a poetic induction or prologue, antimasque(s), main masque, revels, and then an epilogue. Now that we know what masques and anti-masques are, we can see how Shakespeare uses them in The Tempest. The most striking instance of the masque is the engagement of Ferdinand to Miranda in Act IV, Scene I. Prospero conjures a masque at this event and various goddesses perform. However, the masque in this scene has broader implications as it reminds Prospero of the bridge between magic and reality and paves the way for his return to power. The following anti-masque The Tempest deals with four distinct but mutually interacting worlds of existence -- the Heaven, the world of the supernatural, the human world, and the sub-human world. God with his angels occupy their place in heaven. The elves, fairies and spirits of Prospero, including Ariel, belong to the supernatural world. Prospero, Miranda, Ferdinand, Alonso and his men belong to the human world. And Caliban belongs to the sub-human world, which is half-way-housed between the human and the bestial worlds in "the chain of being". Prospero is an occult personality having mastery over the denize.